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BINDSCHADLER AND HEAD: MODELS FOR VENUS TESSERA TERRAIN

formation of an elevated, deformed region and consider
horizontal convergence, mantle upwelling, crustal
underplating,and a processanalogousto seafloorspreadingas
possible models. In the secondset we considerthe structural
and tectonic consequencesof gravity on a region of high
topography.The first of these(gravity sliding) considersthinskinneddeformationof the uppercrustcausedby topographic
gradients. The second (gravitational relaxation) considersthe
deformationof the entirecrustthat can resultfrom relief along
both the surfaceand the crust-mantleboundary.
Using modificationalmodels,we considerthe possibility
that tesseraterrainevolvesover time; that structures
formedby
formationalprocesses
may be alteredor crosscutby structures
formed during modification.A simple exampleis a two-stage
model, for example, convergence and crustal thickening
followed in time by gravitationalrelaxation and extensionof
the resulting region of high topography.In more complex
examples the two processesmay act at the same time in
differentpartsof a region of tesseraterrain.
Formational and modificational models are evaluatedby
comparing their predictions to observed characteristics of
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tesserae.Becauseof the diversestructureandmorphologyof

Fig. 1. Distribution of tessera terrain, adapted from the work of
Barsukovet al. [1986]. The outlinedregion is the full extent of Venera
15/16 data. From north to south in the 0øE-90øEquadrant,the three
large regionsof tesseraterrainare FortunaTessera,Laima Tessera,and
Tellus Regio. For reference,Maxwell Montes is centeredon 65øN, 5øE,
and westernAphroditeTerra lies between--60øEand 150øElongitude.

tessera terrain, we address its dominant characteristics and thus

the processeswhich dominate its formation and evolution.

Thus modelswhich are not favoredas dominantprocesses
for
tesseraformation/modification
still might have operatedin a
small regionor regionsof tesseraterrain.Of the six models,we
find that threeare unlikely to dominateformation/modification

of tesseraterrain:mantleupwelling,crustalunderplating,
and
casesappearsto lie at a higher elevation than surrounding gravity sliding. Of the remaining three, horizontal
plains. Given this pervasivetopographicrelationship,we convergence
bestexplainsthe subparallelridgedterrain(Tsr),
describeand evaluatetwo setsof models:formationalmodels and continuedconvergence,in some cases followed by
and modificational models. In the first set we treat the gravitationalrelaxation, best explains the disruptedterrain

Fig. 2. Venera data from central Tellus Regio, representingthe typical complexity of tesseraterrain
structures.
Image is centeredon 34.5ø N, 80øE andis 550 km E-W by 350 km N-S. The radarlook azimuthin
this andall subsequent
imagesis approximatelywestward.Thusbrightslopesare eastwardfacing(radarfacing)
and dark slopesare westwardfacing (away facing). The diffuse vertical stripesare an artifact of computer
mosaickingand can be seento varying degreesin most Venera images.

